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Academic misconduct numbers show increase
By Mary DeCamp
Senior News Staff
The Dean of Students office recently indicated that it expects its
academic misconduct numbers for
the 2000-2001 school year to show
an increase in the number of honor
offenses. According to the most recent statistics, the number of reported incidents of cheating at Tech
has increased over the past year.
During the 1999-2000 school
year there were 137 cases of report-

ed academic misconduct at Tech.
This is compared to 257 cases of
academic misconduct for the 199798 and 1998-99 school years combined. The specific numbers for the
previous school year are still being
processed, but they are expected to
show a substantial increase.
There are two possible explanations for this rise in the number of
reported incidents—either students
are cheating more, or more students
and professors are reporting instances
of academic misconduct.

In April of 2000, the Office of
the Dean of Students and the Office of Institutional and Research
Planning conducted the Academic
Integrity Survey to see how the Tech
community regards honor code issues.
The results of this survey showed
an increase in the number of students who would report witnessing
an instance of academic misconduct as compared to students surveyed in 1997.
This survey also found that 81.2

percent of students surveyed believed
that students caught cheating in a
class should be given a failing grade
for that class.
Overall, the results of this survey
found that a greater number of Tech
students are becoming less tolerant
of all forms of academic misconduct and are more willing to report
these instances now than in the past.
The Dean of Students believes
in the results of this survey, and
attributes the increase in academic
misconduct numbers to a change in

student and faculty attitudes.
“The survey in the fall…showed
that there was less tolerance of cheating by students and more awareness
on their part of cheating occurring.
This in conjunction with a high
faculty commitment to address cheating explains the high number of
reported incidents of cheating,” said
Karen Boyd, Senior Associate Dean
of Students.
“As an institution, more of our
See Honor, page 3

Davidson named
interim Dean

Campus Construction Brittain Beautification

OIT introduces
new mail services

With the promotion of
Jean-Lou Chameau to Provost, J. Narl Davidson, former
Associate Dean of the College of Engineering was recently named interim Dean
of the College. This marks
the second time in his Tech
career that Davidson has
served in the position of Interim Dean. He previously
served in that capacity before the hiring of Chameau
as Dean of the College in
1997.
A national search began
for a candidate to serve as the
next Dean, but administrators do not expect that selection to be made until January
2002.

By Jody Shaw
News Editor
The Office of Information Technology recently unveiled the first in a number
of new services available to members of the
Tech community. Spectrum mail offers
prism users a number of services previously unavailable, including web-based e-mail
access and off-campus access to the acme
server to ‘pop’ e-mail to a reader such as
Outlook or Eudora.
“In response to input from our campus
constituents, we selected web access to email, a service which will positively affect
the most customers, as the first step in this
process,” said John Mullin, Executive Director of the Office of Information Technology.
The spectrum system creates a new account for the user, and individuals who
wish to take advantage of the services must
first register for spectrum at
www.spectrum.gatech.edu/activate.
Once activated, the spectrum mail service places a .forward file in the user’s
prism account to send the mail to the spectrum server, but it also allows the user to
keep a copy on the prism server as well.
Once the mail is placed on the spectrum
server, students can then obtain it either
through the web or a standard e-mail reader program.
The web interface will be available at
www.mail.gatech.edu. The web interface
to spectrum mail will include the ability to
view and compose mail and maintain folders to sort e-mail. Users will also be able to
lookup Tech e-mail addresses, download
and send file attachments, and edit signatures.

By Marques McMillan / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Renovations to Brittain Dining Hall—one of Tech’s most historic landmarks—will be completed
for fall. Improvements were made to both the structural and cosmetic elements of the building.

Initial conduct code changes complete
By Mike Comer
News Staff
The Office of the Dean of
Students recently made revisions
to the code of conduct governing all students at Georgia Tech.
The code of conduct was instituted “to cultivate a community
based on trust, academic integrity and honor.”
Revisions were made by a fivemember workgroup including:
Karen Boyd, Senior Associate
Dean of Students; Bill Barnes,
Assistant Dean of Students who

handles non-academic discipline;
Bob Morton, Freshmen Experience Director; Undergraduate
Judiciary Cabinet Chairman
Charles Voelker, and Kate Wash
of Georgia Tech Legal.
The process was prompted
by Boyd as an answer to the
Vice-President Lee Wilcox’s
charge to review the code.
Over the course of about a
year, Boyd compiled a log of all
of the conflicts and problems
that came up when dealing with
the code of conduct as it stood.
The list was presented to the

workgroup to address when revising the code.
The bulk of the changes in
the code as it stands now are
mostly in the wording of definitions and statutes.
“We just needed to clean it
[the code] up. We needed to
make it concise. It wasn’t easy
to understand what was happening to you if you were a
student…what was written made
sense, but it wasn’t easy for somebody who had never interacted
See Conduct, page 3

Long to chair
Nunn school
William Long was recently
named the new chair of the
Sam Nunn School of International Affairs. Long has
helped a number of administrative positions within the
school, and he holds both a
Ph.D. in political science and
J.D. with a focus on international law.
Long follows in the footsteps of Linda Brady, who
chaired the school since its
creation in 1990. Brady became Dean of the College of
Humanities and Social Sciences at NC State.

Post-Young era of Student Fellow remains in question
By Ty Gailey
News Staff
For the past year, Tech graduate
Chris Young held the newly created
position of Student Life Fellow.
The position provided the Institute with a representative from the
student body to consult on matters
involving the quality of student life.
Young’s recent decision to return to school for graduate studies
leaves the position vacant and Tech
with a number of questions about
the future of the position—if it can
be paid for and who would occupy

the fellowship.
While a number of individuals
feel Young made an important contribution to the campus through
the Student Life Fellow position, it
lacks funding in the school’s upcoming budget, and it is not scheduled to continue.
Young worked closely with Lee
Wilcox the Vice President of Student Affairs, who created the position with Young as the model
recipient.
“As much as I would like to continue it and to find somebody, not
that anybody could replace Chris,

we just don’t have the money. I
wish I had an endowment that the
earnings from it would support having somebody like this every year.
Somebody who just graduated who
wanted to stay around and do great
things. Chris did great things for
us,” said Wilcox.
Young agreed that the position
should be continued.
“We entered this fellowship realizing that this was a one-year experiment of sorts,” said Young.
“Did it work? I believe so. Would
it work again? It all depends. It takes
a special person with a certain dis-

position, zeal, and passion to fill
this role. And it takes someone who
will stay for the benefit of the students, not just as a stepping stone in
their life. But if we can find such a
person, then absolutely, the position should be continued.”
Young worked on numerous programs, plans, and events over the
course of the year including this
spring’s When the Whistle Blows
memorial service for faculty, staff
and students who died over the past
year.
“[Chris] took the idea and went
with it. It was an incredible ceremo-

ny [and is] a new tradition that just
got started this year with Chris Young
at the core,” said Wilcox.
Much of Young’s work at Tech
can be described as “intangible.”
He maintained an open-door policy throughout his term and counseled both individual students and
student organizations. Young also
spoke at a variety of engagements—
both formal and informal—around
campus, and he held seminars and
workshops and taught a section of
Psyc 1000.
See SLF, page 3
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with the process to get what was
going on,” said Boyd.
The current revisions are part of
a three-phase process to bringing
the code up to par. The first phase,
which consisted mainly of setting
up a firm foundation of clear and
easy to understand rules, included
some substantial changes but did
not generally change the way the
office handles things.
“We’ve put in writing a lot of
the things that we’ve been doing all
along,” said Boyd.
The second phase of revisions
will include sanctioning models, review of the actual sanctions available, and revisions to the appellate
process. Phase three will include the
formulation of any other policies
that the revision committee realizes
in the process need to be developed.
“I do think that especially if you’re
in trouble or going to come to this
office you’re going to find what you’re
needing more readily. Students aren’t
always at a place where they feel
entirely comfortable asking everything they need to to successfully
wade through the discipline process with authority figures and it
shouldn’t be that arduous for students,” said Boyd.

from page 1

students and faculty are committed
to academic honesty, and we are
addressing, through the judicial system, proportionally more of the actual violations than we have in the
past,” she said.
The implementation of the Academic Honor Code six years ago
also played a part in making students and faculty more aware of the
problem of cheating and how to
deal with it.
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Last issue’s poll garnered 83 responses to the question:
“Where should Tech store wreck?”
- In the new SAC II expansion:
- In an atrium in from of the stadium:
- In a garage on-campus: ␣
- In a garage off-campus:

15.66 %
69.88 %
13.25 %
1.20 %

This week’s poll is about academic integrity. Have you ever cheated
in a course at Tech? Yes? No? Do you know someone who has
cheated? Ever been caught cheating? Voice your opinion at http://
www.cyberbuzz.gatech.edu/technique.
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Young also worked to revamp
the Student Affairs webpage to better suit student needs. He served on
the bookstore allocation committee and contributed at cabinet meetings with Dr. Wilcox. Young also
engineered endowment opportunities that would directly benefit the
quality of student life.
“[Chris] helped me develop a
menu of fund raising opportunities. He consulted widely in the division and came up with a list of
endowment opportunities that we
are going to take to the development office,” said Wilcox.
“Most donors are thinking about
the academic side but we wanted to
make sure there are opportunities
to improve student life—he helped

me with that,” said Wilcox.
The fund raising opportunities
developed by Young are intended
to directly benefit the quality of student life. None of the funding sources
Young identified, however, were
tapped to help sustain his position.
Young received approximately
$3,000 per month for his duties as
the first Student Life Fellow, which
averages to about $36,000 per year.
Similar funding would need to be
obtained to renew the position for
this year, which at this point seems
unlikely.
As for Young, he plans to study
law at the University of Georgia in
Athens, but hopes to return to Georgia Tech as a type of education lawyer specializing in student affairs.

Along with more awareness on
the parts of students and faculty
and the introduction of the Honor
Code, advances in technology help
some of the colleges at Tech detect
possible academic violations.
“We have software in place in
some courses to notify us of similarities in homework assignments that
are submitted for evaluation. Then
faculty makes determinations as to
whether the similarities might be
the result of academic misconduct,”
said Kurt Eiselt, Associate Dean of

the College of Computing.
The College of Computing is
not the only college that considers
software such as this to be a viable
option. Ivan Allen College administrators are also exploring this possibility.
“Each year we find three or four
clear cases of plagiarism. There are
several software applications that
claim to be able to detect plagiarism
by comparing the suspect content
with the content of likely web sources.
We are testing one of these packag-

I want a nerf dart gun too.

Missing Student Update Joe Morse
Over a year has passed since
Joe Morse left Tech campus on
May 6, 2000, but the parents of
the freshman Mechanical Engineering student still hope that
they will see their son again.
According to residents of the
Towers dormitory where he resided, Morse left the residence
hall at approximately 8:30 a.m.
while still packing his belongings to move out for the summer. They expected him to return
and complete his activities, but
Morse never did.
The Cincinnati native was
captured on video at an automatic teller machine near Lenox
Mall at 10:30 that same morning, but since then, no one has
seen the 19-year-old male.
Morse’s parents planned to
pick him up from the Cincinnati airport that evening. Morse
planned to take a bus if he was
unable to obtain a standby flight,
but he did neither.
No one is certain where Morse
was headed, though his family
frequently vacationed around the
Southeast, so he was familiar with
a number of locales.
Morse’s mother said, in an
interview last spring, that she
believed his son was mostly likely “depressed and homesick...and

es. If it works as claimed, we will
implement it throughout the department,” said Peter McGuire,
Associate Chair of the School of
Literature, Communication, and
Culture.
Louis Bloomfield, a physics professor at the University of Virginia,
used such a program in his physics
classes at the end of the Spring semester. After reviewing the results,
he then initiated honor charges
against 122 students, including some
graduating seniors.

just totally overwhelmed.”
Students, however, did not
report any change in Morse’s
behavior. He maintained a 3.4
GPA and served as the president
of the Harrison-Towers Hall
Council. During spring semester, Morse frequently missed lecture, and even some tests and
exams, but according to his
friends, his demeanor remained
the same. He maintained an attitude described by his friends as
“happy-go-lucky.”
Morse apparently was dealing with some issues however, as
he told both his friends and family he had registered for summer
classes—something he never actually did.
The Morse family is asking
for continued assistance in trying to find their son. Morse is
5’8 and weighs approximately
130 pounds. He has blond-brown
hair and green eyes, and he wears
glasses. Morse’s high school yearbook photo, as well as photos
from the ATM camera can be
found
online
at
www.police.gatech.edu/
msjm.html.
Anyone with possible information
about Joe Morse can contact GTPD
at (404) 894-9966.

The use of this technology
brought national attention to the
UVA, home of the nation’s oldest
student-run honor code.
Boyd insists the numbers increase
that the school has already seen and
could see with the use of computer
programs does not imply that a greater number of students are cheating.
“Just because we have a higher
number of violators does not mean
that we have a higher number of
cheaters. It means we have more
possible cheaters caught,” said Boyd.
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Quote of the week:
“ I'm not obsessing. I'm just curious.”
– Ricky Fitts, American Beauty
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OUR VIEWS Consensus Opinion

Stop cheating
Tech’s current honor code relies on the integrity and honesty of students to not only refrain from cheating themselves
but to turn in other students who violate the code. The use of
computer programs is a neccesary supplement to the code in
order to reduce cheating.
The University of Virginia is a good example of how an
honor code cannot stand alone. They have the longest student-run honor code, yet a program designed by a Physics
professor found 122 plagiarized papers. UVA is evidence that
no matter how long Tech works on the honor code, it will
never be without fault nor eliminate cheating altogether.
The honor code teaches students not to cheat because it is
morally wrong. However, something more tangible should be
put in place to reach the students who do not see inherent
value in academic integrity. The new computer programs
designed to find cheaters, which some schools at Tech are
looking to implement, will be an effective way to catch cheaters who fall through the cracks of the honor system. The
programs will be a good way to support the honor code
framework already in place.
While the use of computer programs will be a good addition to the honor code, it should not replace the code or
become as prominent. The honor code should still be taught
to students and taken seriously as an important ideal of the
Tech community, while the computers work quietly in the
background.

Student Life Fellow
Student Life Fellow should continue even after Chris Young’s
departure. The current position has potential and, if given
more structure, could become an important and beneficial
part of Student Affairs.
The Student Life Fellow has the unique viewpoint of a
recently-graduated student. For example, Chris coordinated
“When the Whistle Blows,” a program that honored members
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of the Tech community who had died in the past year. In
addition, there is potential for the Fellow to become more
involved with students by guiding organizations and helping
new groups get started.
However, the position needs more structure before it can
achieve its goals. It needs to be given set responsibility, as well
as accountability to the Vice President of Student Affairs.
With a clearly defined focus and set of goals, the Fellow, as a
student-administrator, could become an integral liason between students and faculty.
This year was a rocky start to a good idea. If the position is
given the framework it needs and can obtain permanent
funding, it could have great potential.

What do you think of our newspaper? Send us your thoughts
and opinions to:
editor@technique.gatech.edu

Consensus editorials reflect
the majority opinion of the
Editorial Board of
the Technique, but
not necessarily the opinions
of individual editors.

‘T’-nappers have school
spirit; diner should stay

By Matt Norris / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

I was pretty amused when I found
out about the ‘T’-napping at
Walksideways.com, but I do realize
that it is really dangerous. I have
done some reading in the old Web
articles of the ‘Nique, and I found
out that the woman who died [climbing the Coliseum], wasn’t a Tech
student (July 23, 1999 Technique
Article). Although I think their [the
administration’s] concern about a
Tech student climbing up the Tower
and stealing the ‘T’ is understandable.
Furthermore, I remember when
I had difficulty using a Mac computer at my high school because
someone messed up the computers.
The perpetrators were expelled.
I feel sorry for those guys [who stole
the ‘T’] because I know it was a
prank, and I know one of the ‘T’nappers from SGA. Unfortunately,
I can’t argue with the administration if they get expelled.
I wish that school spirit at Georgia Ech(sic) would be more expressed
by other students. The stealing of
the ‘T’ symbolizes a student’s love

for Ech. However, if more students
cared about what goes on at Ech,
nobody would need to steal the ‘T’.:
In regards to the West Side Diner, I hate the idea that the diner may
become a coffeehouse! If it wasn’t
for the fact that the diner had food
like philly steak sandwiches at midnight, I might have passed out due
to my academics and my activities!
No, I’m not kidding. Especially
during the latter half of the Spring
Semester, I rarely ate any more than
one meal a day, and that was usually
late at night. I don’t know if I could
have done that with food from a
coffeehouse. Maybe I didn’t pay attention to the atmosphere at the
diner, but it doesn’t matter when
you’re hungry and looking for food
to satisfy you.
Bottom line: I believe that the diner
should have a facelift, but its menu
is good enough to satisfy someone
on dead week who is trying to do
the best they can!
Eman Mohamed Kirbah
gte534u@prism.gatech.edu
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Was Timothy McVeigh a monster or a martyr?
Six years after his truck bomb
destroyed the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City,
killing 168 people and wounding
hundreds more, Timothy McVeigh
was executed.
McVeigh did not speak before
the execution, opting instead to issue a written statement quoted from
the poem “Invictus,” which read, “I
am the master of my fate: I am the
captain of my soul.” An appropriate statement from the man who
claimed to have single-handedly
committed the worst act of domestic terrorism in U.S. history.
I find myself envying McVeigh.
Not to dilute the horror of his actions, but Timothy McVeigh possessed what so many of us today
lack, namely, conviction, commitment, fervor, passion, dedication
and, most importantly, the unmitigated discipline, control and patience
to plan and carry out an objective.
McVeigh was in allegiance to an
idea. He made a statement about
that idea and quietly accepted the
consequences that came with it.
There was no drama involved;
McVeigh never pleaded for his life;
he never apologized for his convictions.
This is certainly not the case for
most individuals today. Society is
stagnated by apathy. People are always looking for the answer that
will impress the overtly watchful
boss, or quell the nagging mother
or quiet the bleeding conscience. If
that doesn’t work, we point fingers,
place blame and justify. Do we ever
just look for the right answer?
Most individuals live their lives
reactively instead of engaging in proactive quests. What concerns me

“As human beings capable of
premeditated, conscious thought,
we owe it to humanity to draw a
line in the sand.”
Emily Cavender
Campus Life Editor

even more, though, is that fewer
and fewer people are making conscious decisions about the course of
their existence. Why are people afraid
to take action, or to have an opinion, or to make a decision on their
own anymore?
People tend to float from one
experience to the next, expecting to
succeed both in an economic sense
and as human beings. Yet in the
face of adversity, these same individuals have the gall to ask the question, “Why me?”
Ethics and morals are not objective. As human beings who are capable of premeditated, conscious
thought, we owe it to humanity to
draw a line in the sand.
What I am getting at is the concept of conscientious thought. This
is the notion that people can have a
deliberation with themselves about
an idea that is important to them.
People can debate and research and
make intelligent, well-informed
decisions.
They can form an opinion that
is not influenceable by others and
that is not dependent on the majority. But most importantly, they can
choose to use their lives as a testimonial to those principles.
This is not to suggest that everyone should run out and become an

activist, but it does bring to light
that society as a whole tends to go
with the flow because it is easier
than fighting against the current.
And this is simply not acceptable.
Fortuitously, human beings are
not at the mercy of their instincts.
They have the capability to control
their actions. The fact that humans
are cognizant beings means that they
have the opportunity to navigate
their course through life. They can
set a stage for future acts.
What this means is that individuals must first make a concerted
effort to construct their own ethical
and moral foundations before they
are challenged. For example, students who are more comfortable
and confident in their own beliefs
are less defensive and more likely to
hear out opposing arguments.
In addition, people who have
more well-defined, thoughtful concepts of their own code of ethics live
representatively. Their lifestyle becomes their testimonial.
So, more specifically, how should
individuals accomplish these things
for themselves? How does one teach
self-improvement?
To begin, accountability guidelines for behavior must be devised.
Motivational perks that push individuals to meet their goals should

be implemented with built-in feedback and benchmarking systems.
People must analyze their
progress, reevaluate their methods
and be flexible with themselves. Like
any program of action there will be
mistakes, but the ultimate goal is
improvement and direction, not perfection.
So, I am a “To Do List” kindaperson. Composing these lists mentally or writing them down on a
sheet of paper (Palm VII) serves a
very important function—it increases the awareness of the goal.
Composing reference lists of goals
channels vision and directs it towards a positive source.
Seeking out all forms of information, avoiding the use of stereotypes, and constantly questioning
sources are all good techniques to
ensure justifiable beliefs.
As an example, I view Adolf Hitler and Martin Luther King, Jr. as
similar leaders in that they were both
inspirational people who motivated hundreds of thousands of people.
They were both visionaries who
were capable of illustrating their
dreams to their constituents.
Engaging in conscientious
thought means that if ever you were
presented with these two charismatic
individuals, you would be able to
take your own stance despite the
persuasiveness of the speaker.
In the end, it is about actively
charting a course for your personal
betterment and the idea that your
choices belong to you. Why then
would you choose not to use them?
They are the most powerful tool
any individual will ever have at his
or her disposal.

Ripken’s retirement—end of the franchise player
Last Tuesday Cal Ripken Jr. announced his retirement from Major League Baseball. As baseball fans
say goodbye to Ripken at the end of
the 2001 baseball season, they will
not only be saying farewell to a player,
but to a type of player. Ripken, who
spent 21 years with the Baltimore
Orioles, is the last of baseball’s franchise players.
Ripken is best known for what
has come to be called simply, “The
Streak.” From the beginning of the
1982 season to September 20, 1998,
Cal Ripken played 2,632 consecutive games—every game played by
the Orioles.
But the often overlooked fact in
this amazing achievement is not that
it happened, but that it happened
while playing for one team. Ripken
never threatened free agency to boost
his salary. He was content playing
the game he loved, and playing it
among the Baltimore fans that had
come to love him.
Today’s players and owners seem
to have lost this loyalty. It seems as
soon as fans are able to love a player,
he is swept up by a large market
team. Maybe it’s because of the opportunity for free agency, or maybe
the uneven market of teams. Whatever the reason, baseball just isn’t
the same without this loyalty.
A year ago, Johnny Damon was
lighting up the scoreboard for the
Kansas City Royals, raking in 214
hits, 46 stolen bases, and a .327
batting average. He was dubbed the
new “Mr. Royal”, slated to take the
mantle from former Royal great

“As baseball fans say goodbye
to Ripken...they will not only be
saying farewell to a player, but
to a type of player.”
Robert Cunningham
Sports Editor

George Brett. This year, Damon
won’t be found on the Royals roster. Instead, he resides in Oakland,
another victim of the market trade.
Even players that we once thought
would never leave their teams have
now begun to wear different uniforms. One example is
Cub’s…excuse me, Diamondback’s
first baseman Mark Grace.
Since 1988, Grace has been the
starting first baseman for the Chicago Cubs. Only in the strike-shortened 1994 season did he play fewer
than 130 games. He was a fan favorite, and one of the most consistent players the game has ever seen.
As a kid I even remember having a
poster of Grace in a Cubs uniform
that said, “Grace under Pressure,”
and had him stretching for a throw
to first. Grace has hit over .300 nine
times in his career and has never hit
below .273. Yet after 13 seasons of
service to the Cubs, Grace was
shipped off to Arizona, making room
in the budget for the salary raise
that was necessary to keep Sammy
Sosa.
Although I hate to do this, no
rant about exuberant salaries would

be complete without some mention of Alex Rodriguez’s $252 million deal with the Texas Rangers.
While the money itself draws enough
attention, the real problem is that
the Rangers already have a star, catcher Ivan Rodriguez.
However, trade rumors have begun to circulate regarding Pudge,
who is in his eleventh season as a
Ranger. If he is traded, Texas will
not only be losing one of the greatest catchers ever, but the heart of
the Rangers.
While the loyalty between teams
and players is important, the game
is still about the fans. As the All-Star
break approaches, stars such as Roger
Clemens say they may not play in
the All-Star Game, and use the AllStar break to have a rest. While Clemens has not yet made his decision,
Ripken would not even consider
such an option.
At the 1996 All-Star Game, Ripken’s nose was accidentally broken
during the team picture before the
game. Instead of sitting out the game
due to injury, Ripken played. Even
though the game did not matter,
and would have no effect on his

streak, Ripken played. The distinguishing quality of his career has
always been that no matter what,
Ripken played.
Although there are a lot of players that seem to be controlled by
greed, there is hope among the field
of today’s stars. There are still players like Darin Erstad, who in the
midst of a 240 hit season said that if
his uniform isn’t dirty at the end of
the day, he hasn’t played hard
enough.
Another example of the old style
of play is Nomar Garciaparra, who
always takes infield practice with a
Little League glove to prevent him
from becoming lazy. In this day
and age, these players are the new
standard bearers of the way the game
used to be played.
When Cal finally broke Lou
Gehrig’s record of 2,130 games, he
said, “I know if Lou Gehrig is looking down on tonight’s activities, he
isn’t concerned with someone playing one more consecutive game than
he did. Instead, he’s viewing tonight as just another example of
what is good and right about the
great American game.” As Cal Ripken Jr. draws his final season to a
close, he reminds us what is good
and right about the great American
game.
Bert likes baseball. He played at Brooks
County High School. Often times at
the office, he misses his favorite pastime and asks, “Where’s my baseball?”
Someone please get him a baseball.
That would make him very happy.
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Want to catch a show?

Chandler Stadium falls

DramaTech presents Arms and the Man, a
comedy about love and war, by George
Bernard Shaw, from July 6-21 at
DramaTechs’s Dean Dull Theatre. Page 11

Students give their final farewells to the
Russ Chandler Baseball Stadium. See the
photos in Sports. Page 16

Need money? Get a summer job

Whether saving for that dream vacation or for next semester’s books, the summer
provides students with an opportunity to earn some extra cash with a part-time job.

Buzz Around
the Campus

By Josh Boutwell
Staff Writer
It’s May, you just got out of your last
final, Organic Chemistry is over, you’ve
conquered physics and you have time to
forget calculus. But you decided to stay
in Atlanta for the summer semester. The
summer break is calling, but you now
need a job. Whether it is for extra spending money or to buy books for fall semester, now is the time to look.
There are many places to locate a job
in the surrounding Atlanta area. First
you must decide what you’re looking
for. Tech provides many opportunities
for part-time employment.
Perhaps the most obvious place to
look for a job is at the Student Center.
They’re currently looking to fill several
positions, from the Craft Center to the
MOVE Office.
These positions typically start at minimum wage (five dollars and fifteen cents
per hour), however if you have managerial experience, the starting wage could
be as high as seven dollars and twentyfive cents an hour.
Another excellent place to find a job
is at the Georgia Tech Office of Human
Resources.
This
web
site,
www.ohr.gatech.edu provides a listing
of job openings available. While most
positions on this list are not for Tech
Students, there are a few open.
Another good place to look for a
position is at the library. If you find
See Job, page 8

Question of the week:

“What are you doing
for the Fourth of July
holiday?”

Kathryn Hutson
ID Senior

“Hot dogs, hamburgers
and fireworks!”

By Robert Hill / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Shadab Saboori, a Chemical Engineering major at Tech, works a part-time job at Apre Diem
in Buckhead. The service industry is the largest employer of college students in the summer.

Campus Research Review

Quiet Machines
By Benjamin Small and Joe Gezo
Still Strangely Charmed
It’s time we discuss something big and
mechanical, so we chose helicopters as the
topic of this week’s column.
Professor Lakshmi Sankar in the School
of Aerospace Engineering is the director
of the Center for Excellence in Rotorcraft
Technology (CERT). But what the heck’s
a “rotorcraft”? It’s just fancy aerospace
jargon for a vehicle powered by something that spins, like a helicopter. Even if
you’re not old enough to remember the
airlift of Saigon, you’ve probably seen a
helicopter before and thought it was pretty darn cool. But you couldn’t have missed
the terrific noise that one of these monstrous machinations produces. This is exactly the problem that professor Sankar
and his research group are attempting to
resolve—how to make helicopters less obnoxiously noisy.
The principal source of noise arises
from the high speed at which the blades
are rotating; they can travel up to Mach
0.8 or 600 miles (1000 kilometers) per
hour. That sure is fast. At the very tip of
the blades, some interesting things happen—most importantly, vortices form.
What the heck is a vortex? Well, it’s sort of
like a miniature hurricane of rotating air.
These things hold lots of energy in the
form of angular momentum (you remember that stuff from parti-dy, right?), much
See Research, page 8

Up, up, and away with Black-Man
By Emily Cavender
Still with tricks up my sleeve
Comic books generally contain a predominantly Caucasian cast of characters,
but Shawn Askew, a Georgia Tech Aerospace Engineer, is determined to avoid
this eurocentric tradition and popularize
more progressive themes with his creation,
Black-Man.
“The comic industry is overwhelmingly Caucasian. That’s not to say that African-Americans won’t read comics with
white characters, but I get a lot out of
stories that are relevant to the AfricanAmerican community,” Askew said. “I want
to cover issues that white America doesn’t
see or know about unless someone presents it to them.”
Black-Man is the story of Craig Johnson,
a 20-year-old engineering student at Terminus Polytechnic Institute who has heightened senses, increased physical stamina,
strength, muscle mass, and vastly superior
intelligence and quick reasoning abilities.
Due to several events in his personal
life and underlying racial tensions at Terminus, he has decided to put his skills to
good use as Black-Man—“The Ori.ginal
Man in Black”. He occupies the traditional protagonist role as an enemy to all forms
of evil but also seeks victory over discrimination. The character is simultaneously
trying to stay on the Dean’s List and keep
his girl happy.
In 1997, Askew founded the CQ Comics
Group to facilitate small-press comic book
publishing. CQ’s work is geared primarily
towards the black community, though not
exclusively, embracing all who appreciate
good sequential art and realistic storylines.

Askew’s main objective, however, is to
introduce and maintain professionalism
in the small-press comic market for minority groups.
Black-Man’s first appearance was in
Grissom High School’s student newspaper, the Imprint. Shawn received a very
positive response to his publication so he
sought suggestions from comic professionals, most of whom agreed that Black-Man
had a lot of potential.
“Contrary to the possible first assumption, I didn’t create Black-Man as a vehicle
to take my discrimination-fueled frustrations out on whites. Black-Man was the
synthesis of a good, catchy character name
and my desire to see more traditionally
underrepresented ethnic groups in comic
books,” Askew said.
Most professionals agreed, however,
that the comic needed refinement. “I knew
I was on to something there, I just didn’t
know how much time I would have to
play around with it,” said Askew.
The character was first published under the name “BlackJack in the Virgil I,”
but Shawn’s vision underwent several changes before being finalized in 1997 under
the banner of CQ Comics.
Reinvigorated, Askew talked to more
comic professionals for advice and suggestions. Dwayne McDuffie provided him
with great feedback as the main publisher
behind Milestone Comics, noticeable in
the industry as a black-owned multimedia
company that signed a deal with DC comics in 1992 to publish a line whose central
characters are minorities. Being an avid
Milestone comic reader himself, Shawn
embraced McDuffie’s advice and suggesSee Comics, page 8

Lakeith Hughes
IE Junior

“I’m studying so I can
get out of school.”

Adam Massee
BC Senior

“Having fun with
my family.”

Youngki Lee
AE Grad

“Preparing for
tests and team
projects.”
Feature and photos by
Alisa Hawkins
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tions. The publisher noted that his
script writing was especially strong
but encouraged him to continue
improvements in his artwork.
“If you ask any comic book selfpublisher what he or she wants, [they]
will say Superman,” Askew said.
“What I really want is to put out
good stories and develop a loyal readership base. I want people to enjoy
reading it on a regular basis. I like to
tell stories with sequential art— love
to do it. My main goal is to entertain people with a character in a
unique setting with a great storyline.”
In 1999, Shawn created the website for Black-Man, http://
www.cqcomics.net, with positive
results. Other minority artists contacted Askew stating that they too
were attempting to establish a comic book geared towards a minority
audience.
Askew, who writes, co-pencils,
inks, colors, partially letters, and
edits Black-Man, put out an “ashcan”—or preview issue—of the comic, and distributed it to local
bookstores in the Atlanta area. Askew
decided to self-publish his preview
issue, writing his own scripts, composing his own art and marketing
his comic. Issues are usually selfcomposed, then scanned, and finally a “galley”—or final product—is
printed out and taken to a printing
facility and published with the personal budgets of the freelance artists. The comic is being previewed
in four Atlanta bookstores and the
first issue will be coming out in
October 2001.
Shawn Askew and Rick Bonilla
will be previewing the first issue at
Atlanta’s 2001 DragonCon comics
and sci-fi convention Labor Day
weekend, August 31 through September 3. Black-Man will be published quarterly with a cover price
of $2.50; Black-Man #1 is expected
to be on shelves and available through
the website in Fall 2001.

CAMPUS LIFE

Research
like a rotating wheel. Even worse,
because vortices are so stable, they
can hang around until the next blade
passes through, causing lots of vibration and noise. And that’s bad—
we don’t want the helicopter to shake;
we want the helicopter to be as stable and quiet as possible. It turns
out that we can greatly affect the
nature of these vortices by adjusting the angle of the helicopter blades
as they rotate.
So Dr. Sankar and his research
group run complicated computer
simulations and try to find ways to
improve the efficiency of rotorcraft.
They essentially apply the NavierStokes equations (if you’ve taken a
fluid dynamics course, you’ve probably grown to hate these) to millions and millions of individual points
in space in the neighborhood of the
blades. This procedure obviously
requires some behemoth computing machinery.
Obviously, the U.S. Army would
be greatly interested in this research,
since they’re always trying to make
helicopters that can go faster, carry

from page 7

more load, and land and take-off
more easily.
Moreover, the findings of this
research can easily be applied to other
systems that contain rotating blades
like jet engines, compressors, turbines, and even vacuum pumps. Similar turbulent situations arise in these
systems called “surging,” which can
lead to catastrophic failure of the
equipment. We definitely want to
prevent this from happening, and
this research contributes to that effort. Perhaps most importantly, these
analyses can help make more efficient windmills for electrical power
generation, and we all want to make
electricity more available.
Professor Sankar makes a point
of working with undergraduate students, so we would certainly advise
you to contact him at
lsankar@ae.gatech.edu if you’re
interested in this sort of work and
have completed AE 2020 or equivalent. His web page at http://
www.ae.gatech.edu/~lsankar contains a whole lot of information on
these topics.

Casino Night rolls in offering excitement and prizes
Win prizes and learn casino games Friday, June 29 at the Center Street
Apartment Activity Rooom. Games will run from 6:00 p.m. until 9:00
p.m. Contact John Rafferty at gte287e@prism.gatech.edu for more
information.

DramaTech presents “Arms and the Man” at Dull
DramaTech opens Arms and the Man, a comedy about love and war,
by George Bernard Shaw, on July 6. Presented at DramaTech’s Dean
Dull Theatre, curtain is at 8:00 p.m. on July 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 19, 20 and
21. Tickets are $4 for students , $6 for Tech faculty and staff and $8 for
the general public. Call 404-894-2745 for reservations and 404-8943481 for general information.

Technique columnists looking for research topics
Are you doing research on campus? Do you think you can handle our
abusive interrogations? Our contestants are decided in a weekly fullcontact Parcheesi tournament. For more information, contact Benjamin Small at bas@isentrope.org or Joe Gezo at
mojo@sps.physics.gatech.edu. Heck, if you’re an undergraduate looking for any kind of research opportunity, let us know.

Job
By Alisa Hawkins / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Professor Lakshmi Sankar in the School of Aerospace Engineering is the
director of the Center for Excellence in Rotorcraft Technology (CERT).

Committee Members N
Get On The Inside Track To The Fair!

•

The American Red Cross will be at the Student Center on Tuesday,
July 10 and Wednesday, July 11, from 10:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m. for
those interested in donating blood. The drive is sponsored by the Co-op
Club and the MOVE Office so please contact either John Rafferty at
gte287e@prism.gatech.edu, or Renee Villa at sc26@prism.gatech.edu,
404-894-2805, for more information.

Like to write? Like to know what’s going on? Want to make a
difference on campus? Then write for the Technique. In addition to
meeting new people, you’ll be able to interact with administrators and
faculty on a professional basis. Want to know why we don’t have “hardhitting news?” It’s because we don’t have enough writers.

C A R EER FA IR 2001

•
•

American Red Cross solicits donors at Georgia Tech

Write for the Technique Campus Life Staff!

G EO R G IA TEC H

•
•

Campus briefs

HERE’S WHY YOU SHOULD GET INVOLVED:
LOOKS GREAT ON YOUR RESUME
GET TO MEET THE RECRUITERS ON 1A 1 BASIS
BEFORE ANYONE ELSE
ATTEND THE CAREER FAIR BANQUET – NETWORK
OFFICERS/COMMITTEE MEMBERS ARE INCLUDED
IN RESUME BOOKS VIEWED BY THE COMPANIES
HELP ORGANIZE ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT
EVENTS THAT TAKES PLACE AT GEORGIA TECH
PHONE
(404) -8272
894
FAX
(404) -4845
894
career.fair@success.gatech.edu
www.prism.gatech.edu/~cfair

work at the library, expect to work a
minimum of 10 hours a week shelving books or photocopying articles.
However there are even better jobs
to be had through Tech.
The Cooperative Education Program at Georgia Tech is the largest
optional Co-op program in the
United States. It ranks fourth among
all Co-op programs and is exceeded
in size only by mandatory programs.
Roughly thirty-eight percent of students participate in this program.
The program boasts more than 600
different employers throughout the
United States annually, among them
Southern Company, Georgia Tech
Research Institute, IBM, Delta Air
Lines and BellSouth.
However, this is not just a summer job. The Co-op program is designed to alternate with a standard
school schedule. Unfortunately, it
is too late to apply for any Co-op
positions for this summer, but students might keep this in mind for
later semesters.
The city of Atlanta also has a
large number of jobs available for
students. There are literally hundreds of businesses within easy walking distance of Tech campus. Two
businesses deserve special notice. The
first and best known is the Varsity
near East Campus. This fast food
restaurant employs a large number
of Tech students to make the wings,
burgers and hot dogs for which the
historic landmark is known.
On West Campus there is the
new City Cafe Diner. The restaurant is open twenty-four hours a
day, seven days a week, which provides many employment opportu-
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nities for students on a college schedule. Currently, the diner employs
two Tech students, however it has
employed several more in prior semesters.
To travel away from campus,
many students rely on MARTA.
Tech is served by two MARTA stations, North Avenue on East Campus and Midtown near West
Campus. Using the rail system, Tech
students can easily get to several
malls, including Lenox, Phipps and
Perimeter, a huge employment opportunity for college students. Plus,
students at Tech can get a discount
on month-long rail passes at the
Student Center Box Office. Passes
cost thirty-seven dollars as opposed
to more than fifty-two for the regular public.
If you have a car, the options
increase dramatically. There are many
companies close to Tech but out of
range for foot travel. Midtown Plaza is a perfect example. This relatively new shopping center has several
large stores like Home Depot, Borders, Staples and Pet Smart. These
companies all employ Tech students.
Plus they are only a five-minute drive
from East Campus.
While there are many places a
Tech student could find employment, there are several important
things to remember. First, employers prefer to hire people for more
than just the summer. Second, write
a resume, summer employers want
to evaluate your qualifications like
any other employer. Finally, always
call back any company where you
interview. Good interviewing etiquette is always a must.

ENTERTAINMENT
page 9
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Christian rock?

Play with Passion

Atlanta Fest, held this year at Six
Flags, was even bigger and better than
last year’s. Page 11

Arms and the Man at DramaTech
explores both war and romance. See
the preview. Page 11

Machine showcases Static-X’s varied talents and styles
By Austin Chen
Ears bled for days afterwards
Artist: Static-X
Album: Machine
Label: Warner Bros. Records
Rating: yyyy

By James Minchin / Warner Bros.

Static-X, a band with a “tancecore” style, released a new album, Machine. While
preserving the heavy metal style of the group, this album will also attract new fans.

Experience Italy for $5 at
High Museum this summer
By Jenny Sun
Staff Writer
This summer join others tired
of the lackluster blockbusters for
a more cultural showing at the
High Museum’s Italian Summer
Film Festival. While your continental friends are sweating and
trekking through Tuscany this
semester, you can boost your movie repertoire and enjoy Italy in
the comfort of an air-conditioned
theater.
What many do not realize is
the prevelance of Italian film in
American culture. The film version of Romeo and Juliet that many
high school students view was
directed by Franco Zeffirelli, a
famous Italian cinematographer.
The recent popular film Life is
Beautiful is also an Italian export, directed by Roberto Benigni.
Many film and
cinematography innovations used
in Italian film are carried over to
Hollywood.
Many of the films for the festival are chosen for their ground
breaking cinematography, exquisite plots, or famous actors. Each
film demonstrates a different part
of the Italian film culture.
The High kicked off the film
festival with an outdoor showing on June 22nd of “Cinema
Paradiso” last Friday. The showing was free and attracted a sizeable crowd to view the film. This
1989 movie describes the situation in an Italian village after the
events of World War II.
Each Friday brings a new sub-

titled movie to the Rich Auditorium, located at 1280 Peachtree
Street, N.E. Subsequent films
range from the comedic “We Love
Each Other So Much” to De
Sica’s well-known drama “The
Garden of Finzi-Continis.”
The film that will show this
Friday, June 29th, is “We All
Loved Each Other So Much.”
This film, directed by Ettore Scola, is a comedy about a love triangle with a sharp political
awareness. The film was made
in 1974 and lasts 119 minutes.
Showtime is 8 PM. Tickets
are $5 general admission and $4
for Museum members, students,
and seniors. Patron members
enter free. To purchase tickets
in advance, call the Woodruff
Arts Center box office at 404733-5000. For more general information about the film festival
or to discover more about the
High Museum, call 404-7334570 or visit their website at
www.high.org.
Italian Film Festival Schedule
June 29: We Love Each Other
So Much
July 6: The Garden of the FinziContinis
July 13: Dear Diary
July 20: Bread and Chocolate
July 27: The Conformist
Stay tuned for more ideas on things
to do in Atlanta. Like the High,
clubs, sports, festivals and well,
hey, just let us know what you do.

Static-X’s sophomore release
Machine rides into town with
guitars (and vocals) blazing. If
you are a fan of Blink 182, The
Backstreet Boys, or even Brittany Spears, then this album would
probably frighten you. With
that said, while this album is not
for everyone, Machine is thoroughly enjoyable and, if operated properly, will improve your
golf swing, help you grow more
hair, and do your homework for
you—well, wouldn’t that be nice,
though?
For the uninitiated, Static-X
is just four regular guys led by
frontman Wayne Static and his
vertically-enhanced hair. Static-X exploded into the alternative heavy metal scene back in
1999 with their major label debut, Wisconsin Death Trip. The
group was able to secure themselves a solid fanbase by cranking out their special blend of
frenzied metal or “trancecore”
that exhibited some elements of

industrial and techno. Characterized by Wayne’s urgently
screaming vocals and complemented by the band’s frenzied
guitar crunchings, the music expresses a certain dark and sardonic humor that appeals to fans.
Death Trip showed us just how
brutally loud and aggressive metal
is supposed to be.
While Machine generally adheres to the same formula that
made Death Trip so appealing,
namely the fiercely dense guitars and highly abrasive vocals,
the new album displays a very
slight shift towards a more techno-electronic feel. But for the
most part, this album is still your
standard Static-X style serving
of trancecore thrashings. According to Wayne, “this time,
the songs started with loops and
samples, as opposed to the first
album, where every song started
with a drum beat.” These catchy
guitar hooks make this album
somewhat more digestible.
The guitars in Machine aren’t
quite as highlighted or as emphasized as they were in Death
Trip, probably as a direct result
of changing guitarists, but it
doesn’t necessarily detract from
the experience at all. The vocals
and drum work appear to have

matured from the last album as
well, showing signs of more dynamism and complexity.
The album opens with a short
track named “Bien Venidos”
which features a little mariachi
instrumental number before
pummeling you with an onslaught of nonstop “kick-ass.”
Highlights include “Get To The
Gone,” “This Is Not,” “Ostego
Undead,” and “...In A Bag” which
just flat-out rock, while tracks
like “Permanence” and “Machine” comment on the banality of art and society. Machine
concludes almost as quietly as it
began, with “A Dios Alma Perdida,” a slower and somewhat
eerie instrumental.
Static-X manages to energetically combine infectious guitar
riffs and some electronic techno-ish programming, thus executing
Machine
with
machine-like precision. Although somewhat repetitive at
times, Static-X’s second installment should leave old fans satisfied with the progression of their
sound. New listeners should be
captured by the sheer intensity
and raw power of this album. If
this one doesn’t keep your head
rockin’ to and fro’, then perhaps
nothing will.

Stone Temple Pilots’ latest release
demonstrates both old and new
By David Cash
Short but sweet
Artist: Stone Temple Pilots
Album: Shangri-La Dee Da
Label: Atlantic
Rating: yyyy
The newest release by the Stone
Temple Pilots, Shangri–La Dee Da,
is all that I could have expected
from this post-grunge four-some.
Admittedly, I haven’t heard much
of their music since Tiny Music (Songs
from the Vatican City Gift Shop),
which was a stark departure from
their previous standard rock albums.
This newest album is influenced by
both their somewhat immature early
days and the creative sound of Tiny
Music. A growing sense of recording quality is extremely obvious–
their sound now is smooth and
composed.
The first track, “Dumb Love,” is
the best example of the old Pilots’
sound. The guitar riff is strong and
catchy, the lines are short, and Scott
Weiland’s singing is the classic melody in the rough. “Regeneration”
also lives up to their old tone, with a
unique sort of flowing hard rock.
From another perspective, the
music on Shangri–La Dee Da is something unique to the Stone Temple
Pilots’ collection. There’s a happy,
light quality to songs like “Days of
the Week,” a short composition
about a girlfriend’s coming and going that is one of the album’s most
common radio plays. None of the
songs are wholly happy, but not
many STP songs really express a
single emotion strongly.

By Chapman Baehler/ Atlantic Records

Stone Temple Pilots’ new album Shangri-La Dee Da showcases troubled
singer Scott Weiland’s vocal talent, as well as a varied musical style.
This album, like others of the wrong / Just playing those songs /
band’s, is mostly meant be a com- She’s all too cool,” sings Weiland.
ment on the world, people, or whatShangri – La Dee Da won’t likeever Scott Weiland was doing at the ly amaze you, but if you already like
time and avoids too much moaning Stone Temple Pilots, it’s a buy that
about relationships and depression. certainly won’t disappoint. Their
There are also a couple songs – “Too style is recognizable but also evolvCool Queenie” and “Hollywood ing. If you don’t know much by
Bitch,” which give a light but hon- them, this album could be a good
est opinion of women the band have representation of the band’s differapparently known. “And she made ent flavors, appealing with both
lots of money and / some of his too melodic and hard tones, like a hap/ But still she thinks she can do no pier (and higher quality) Nirvana.

ENTERTAINMENT

Atlanta Fest–Christian
music that … rocks?
By Jason Dean
Staff Writer
Over 40 nationally known bands
played the Six Flags stage for the
June 20-23 Atlanta Fest – the largest concert festival of its kind in the
south. Thousands of youth group
kids from all over invaded the park
for roller coasters and music, as well
as a handful of speakers and seminars.
The event marked the 15th anniversary of the Christian music festival. “Everywhere we go we hear
from people whose lives have been
positively affected while attending
Atlanta Fest. That is the only reason why my wife Jan and I continue
to be excited about continuing the
ministry of Atlanta Fest,” said festival director, Chuck Tilley.
Some dub the event as the “Christian Woodstock of the south.” Many
campers took advantage of a free
place to crash during the festival’s
4-day run. 14-year-old Tyler Torgerson estimates there were at least
1,500 people camping out.
“It was cool, because I met and
bonded with strangers very fast. We
had a blast singing songs at night.
The Atlanta Fest experience just
wouldn’t be complete without camping out,” he added.
Once the festival’s main stage
shut down for the night, a smaller
side stage heated up and pumped
music into the wee hours of morning.
Since its humble beginnings, it
has only gotten bigger and better.
The Christian music scene has done
the same.
Soulful southern gospel and glossy
pop sounds have given way to the
likes of rock, rap, ska, punk, and
even techno. Christian music is the
fifth largest music category in the

country, grossing $450 million a
year, according to a CNN report.
Every major record label has a Christian division. Events like Atlanta
Fest show how big of a business it is.
Atlanta area’s Third Day headlined Friday night. The southern
rockers are huge, selling out the HiFi
Buys Amphitheatre in March–a feat
done in years past by acts such as the
Dave Matthews Band.
This is Christian music? The lead
singer of Skillet has a sprawled-out
bottle-blonde ’do, shiny shirt, leather
pants, and he’s strapped into a purple and blue flamed bass guitar. Add
a DJ/keyboardist, a female drummer and jagged, raw guitar work
and you’ve got a potent rock group.
The Supertones, a California ska
band has the crowd in frenzy. Jennifer Knapp is rocking like fellow
Lilith Fair veteran Meredith Brooks
would. What’s wrong with this picture? Is Atlanta Fest convincing me
that Christian music, dare I say, can
rock?
While bands like U2 and Creed
protest the idea that their music is
distinctly Christian, P.O.D. and Lifehouse are embracing it as they take
their music to the secular scene. Punk
rockers MXPX scream it loud.
What does the future hold for
Christian music? All the prophets I
contacted weren’t available for interviewing, but I’d be willing to bet
things just get better.
As revolutionary groups break
the ice, many are ready to follow
behind. Sure, Christian rock won’t
rule the airwaves, and I’m not expecting to see MTV cover dc Talk’s
next tour. As Atlanta Fest demonstrated, what we all can expect is
even better music that, yes, I said it,
rocks. Look for Atlanta Fest to continue to be a hot ticket next summer.
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Technique Preview Drama Tech’s Arms and the Man

By Adam Johnson / DramaTech

Ann Margaret Huss (Raina) and Ganesh Kumaraswamy (Sergius) practice for DramaTech’s production of George Bernard Shaw’s Arms and the Man. The play is DramaTech’s summer production.

DramaTech presents Shaw’s Arms and the Man
DramaTech’s feature summer
production, Arms and the Man, is
a drama about two classic subjects: love and war. Widely considered to be one of Shaw’s most
popular plays, it was first produced in 1894 and first published
in 1898. Beyond being popular
in its own time, this play is still
widely shown and read.
The play features four main
characters, Bluntschli, Raina,
Sergius, and Louka, played respectively by Siddharth Manay,
Ann Margaret Huss, Ganesh Kumaraswamy, and Chesley Lovejoy. The play also includes a few
supporting players. Some of the
actors are DramaTech regulars,
while others are experiencing their

first time on the stage.
The setting of the play is Bulgaria in the late 1800s. The play is
a drama that centers around the
issue of how war is romanticized,
especially by young men. The plot
also contains strong romantic elements between the main characters.
The director is Rachel May,
who’s name local theater buffs
may recognize. She has collaborated on many projects in the Atlanta area.
The assistant editor is Jay Zimmerman who recently premiered
a film effort on campus. Zimmerman has been greatly involved
in DramaTech since arriving at
Georgia Tech.

Techn que
Nothing artificial about it.

Just as a friendly competitive reminder, I won once.

Tryouts were early in summer
semester, and DramaTech has been
in production of the play since
the end of May.
The play will begin its run on
July 6 at 8 p.m. in DramaTech’s
Dean Dull Theatre. Additional
run dates will be July 7, 12-14,
and 19-21, also beginning at 8
p.m.
Tickets will be $4 for students,
$6 for faculty/staff, and $8 for
the general public. Tickets may
be bought at the door or in advance by calling 404-894-2745.
For more general information
about this production, call 404894-3481 or visit their website at
www.cyberbuzz.gatech.edu/dramatech.

SPORTS

Lady Jackets pre-season favorites

By Bill Allen / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

ACC Rookie of the Year Kele Eveland prepares
to serve the ball in one of last year’s home games.
Kele will be an integral part of this year’s team,
which has a pre-season ranking of number one.
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Create a Logo ACC Contest

By Kevin Dewitt
Special to the ‘Nique

ACC holds contest to design 50th anniversary logo

According to the pre-season
coaches poll, Georgia Tech is
the team to beat in ACC Volleyball. The Jackets received an overwelling majority of the nine
coaches votes, collecting 80 points
out of a possible 81. Tech finished the 2000 season tied for
1st place in the ACC with North
Carolina, who collected 67 points
in the pre-season poll. The Jackets
will not lack experience, with
five starters returning from last
year’s team.
“We are pleased to be the preseason favorite this year,” says
head coach Shelton Collier. “As
we continue to establish ourselves
as a top program, both within
the ACC and across the country, it is very important to us
that other coaches have a high
opinion of our team. It means a
lot to us to be thought of as the
frontrunner.”
Seniors Maja Pachale and Kyleen Bell, both of whom were
first team All-ACC selections last
year, head up this year’s team.
They are joined by sophmore
Kele Eveland, who is coming off
of a season in which she was
named the ACC Rookie of the
Year. Dore Pap and second team
All-ACC selection Eida Mabry
round off the returning starters.
Collier added, "We have a
solid team returning with some
excellent incoming freshmen, so
our players have some very high
expectations. We hope to get off
to a great start in September and
carry that momentum all the way
through the season."

The Atlantic Coast Conference recently announced a
design contest that will be used
to choose a logo for the Conference’s 50th Anniversary
Celebration. The celebration
will be held throughout the
2002-2003 school year.
ACC Commissioner John
Swofford explains the inspiration behind the contest. "The
ACC 50th Anniversary Committee thought that it would
be appropriate for the logo of
the 50th Anniversary Celebration of the Atlantic Coast
Conference be designed by
someone from an ACC
school."
Swofford continues, “Some
of the most creative minds in
the country reside on our campuses, and we'd love to have
their quality of work represent our conference in this im-

portant celebration.”
The contest will be open to
students, faculty, and staff in the
ACC’s nine member institutions.
The designer of the winning
logo will receive complimentary tickets to all of the 50th Anniversary Events. Among the events

are the 2003 ACC Men’s and
Women’s Basketball Tournaments.
Entries into the contest
must be postmarked by August 1, 2001. More information on this subject can
be found at www.theacc.com.

Jones drafted by 76ers in 2nd round
By Derick Stanger
Sports Staff
This past Wednesday night,
Alvin Jones became the latest
Tech player to be promoted up
to the ranks of the pros. Jones
was drafted in the second round
of the NBA draft by the Philadelphia 76ers with the fifty-seventh overall pick. He will join
fellow Yellow Jacket Matt Geiger and will be playing behind
centers Dikembe Mutombo, Gei-

ger, and first round pick Samuel
Dalembert from Seton Hall.
During his career Jones set a
new Tech record with 425 blocks
and finished second in Tech’s
history in rebounds. In his freshman year, Jones was selected to
the All-ACC Freshmen team.
Jones also holds the ACC record
for double-doubles. This past
year Jones set career highs in
both rebounds and points, averaging 10.4 rebounds a game and
13.4 points per game while earn-

ing first team All-ACC honors.
It was Alvin’s presence in the
lane that led Tech into its March
Madness appearance this past
year.
After his junior season Jones
was seriously thinking of declaring himself eligible for the NBA
draft. If he had declared himself, Tech might not have made
their postseason appearance and
without his powerful senior performance Jones possibly wouldn’t
have been as valuable in the draft.

ADVERTISING
to place classified advertisement go to:

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
DEFOORS
APARTMENTS

RIDGE

Now leasing apts at great student
rates. 1bedroom1bath for $685,
2bedroom2bath for $850, Convenient
to I-75, GA-Tech, and GA-State. Call
today! (404) 351-9040

2BR/1BA House For Rent
2BR/1BA House Chamblee/
Brookhaven/PDK I-85 @ Shallowford
Rd. hrdwds, ceiling fans; all the
amenities. 24 hr info line 770 4574974

FOR SALE
Sleeper sofa
Free to a good home. Needs cleaning.
404-385-0159 or pjcamp@cc.

HELP WANTED
Live-In Nanny Midtown
25-30 hours per week during school
year, possibly full time in summer. 1
child. Must drive. Car provided. Call
Sam at 404-329-4626, 9-5.

Student Representatives
Needed

Earn valuable commissions and gain
useful experience. Fortis Riders needs
reps to staff tables at housing check-in
in August. A few select reps will become
student representatives for the school
year. Email info@fortisnet.com Call
770-414-7972

$9 TO 10$ PER HOUR PLUS
TIPS!
POSITION:Valet Attendant. Flexible
hours. ELITE PARKING SYSTEMS.
(404)892-1234

NEED A COOL EASY SUMMER
JOB!

WE ARE SCHANTZ HOME
IMPROVEMENT AND WE HAVE A
NEW OFFICE NEXT TO THE
LIBRARY(THE BAR)WE ARE CURRENTLY
HIRING FOR THE SUMMER THIS IS A
GREAT JOB+YOU MAKE 15-20 HOUR.
CALL PHILL 678-878-6300

HUMAN RESOURCES
Immediate openings for PT/FT Staffing
Specialists for DT office of Abilities
Staffing. Graduating students and
persons with disabilities encouraged to
apply. Fax resume to Debbie at 404524-6001
or
e-mail:
abilities.staff@mindspring.com

TUTORS NEEDED!
Part-time SAT tutors needed. Must have
high scores and reliable transportation.
$13-15/hr 770-934-9450

MISC.
Sperm Donors!
Make up tp $195 weekly while helping
others by becoming a Xytex sperm donor!
Call 800-277-3210 for more
information. Call 800-277-3210.

LIMB BIZKIT ATTITUDE WELCOME

Come see what this paper thing
isallabout.
Join us for the last meeting of
the summer.
This Tuesday.
7 p.m.
Room 137.
Thebuildingwithalltheflagsin
i
t
.
I have to fill the sliver boxes, make up the PSAs, get bagels, design the paper. I thought that fame, fortune, and girls would come with the job. Guess not.
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Former Tech talent
diplayed in U.S. Open
By Robert Cunningham
Sports Editor
Two weeks ago, Tech was represented by four former players in the
101st U.S. Open. The Open is one
of the PGA’s four major tournaments, joining the Masters, the PGA
Championship, and the British
Open. Former Tech stars Bryce
Molder, David Duval, Stewart Cink,
and Tripp Isenhour competed in
the event. Molder played as an amateur, meaning that he was ineligible to receive any prize money.
The best performance among the
Jackets came from Cink, who was
able to finish third in the overall
standings of the tournament at 3under-par. He missed making a playoff by only one-stroke, a fact that
was magnified by his double-bogey
on the final hole.
The championship slipped from
Cink’s grasp on the 18th hole, when
he missed the two-foot putt that
would have placed him in a playoff
for the championship. "It's not like
I wasn't trying to make that one,"
Cink said. "I just didn't feel like it
was a crucial one. So it was very
tough for me. I don't know. I can't
really explain it. In that situation
again, maybe I'll take a little more
time.” After missing the short putt,
Cink quickly putted in and stepped
aside so that Retief Goosen could
knock in his winning putt. Goosen
missed the putt however, forcing a
playoff with Mark Brooks. Goosen
went on to win the tournament in

the eighteen-hole playoff.
Cink remained optimistic after
the tournament, despite the fact that
he narrowly missed his first major
title. "I learned that with a major
championship on the line, going
into the last round tied for the lead,
that I can hang right in there," Cink
said.
Other former Jackets did well in
the tournament also. Duval played
very solid, finishing the tournament
tied for sixteenth at 4-over-par. His
last major performance came at the
Masters, ending in a exciting threeway duel between Duval, Tiger
Woods, and Phil Mickelson. Woods
won the duel, but Duval finished
close, only two-strokes back.
As well as Duval and Cink, Molder turned in a solid performance.
The recent graduate finished tied
for 31st at 8-over-par. Molder did
finish with the lowest score of any
amatuer in the tournament. Had
Molder been competing in the tournament as a professional, he would
have made $30,055 for his finish.
One interesting aspect of the tournament was the online diary that
Molder kept, much as he did during his senior year at Tech. One of
Molder’s entries describes his experiences as he prepared for the tournament. “Well, today was a big day
for me. I got to play with Phil Mickelson, Stewart Cink and the current
U.S. Amateur champion, Jeff Quinney, who is a friend of mine,” Molder
wrote. He went on to describe how
the foursome played a team round,

Volleyball ranked #1

ACC holds logo contest

Pre-season coaches poll picks the
Yellow Jackets to win the ACC.
Page 15

You could design a logo to
commemorate the ACC’s 50th
anniversary. Page 15

Campus Construction Scrapping the Stadium

Hewitt’s contract, which includes an automatic one-year
rollover at the end of each year,
will provide him with a base salary of $150,000 a year. Combined with his radio, television,
and public speaking apperances, his compensation totals
$500,000 a year. In response to
the contract, Hewitt said, “I’m
extremely grateful for the faith
that Georgia Tech, Dr. Clough
and Dave Braine have shown in
me.” Hewitt’s first year with the
Yellow Jackets produced a 1713 record, and the school’s first
NCAA tournament apperance
in five years.

Tech swimmers
to compete at
World
Championships
By Bill Allen / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

The bleaches of Russ Chandler Stadium are torn down by a front
end loader. The destruction is part of renovation plans designed to
increase the seating capacity of the stadium.
with Mickelson and Quinney representing Arizona State, and Molder and Cink representing the Yellow
Jackets.
Cink and Duval will be playing

in the Canon Greater Hartford Open
this weekend. Cink won the tournament in 1997 for his first Tour
title. He has played 19 consecutive
rounds on the course in the 60s.

Destruction of familiar walls sparks memories of games, records
and regionals past at Baseball’s Russ Chandler Stadium
By Derick Stanger
Sports Staff
With all the noise and dust
rising in the air from construction
all over Tech campus, one may
fail to notice what is occurring at
Russ Chandler Stadium. Overshadowed by the development of the
new engineering building, the stadium is being gutted from the inside out to make way for the future.
While the actual ground breaking
ceremony took place in early June,
one could hardly tell that the stadium was being torn down until
recently. However while the metal bleachers are being torn away
from the infrastructure, the memories of the events that Russ Chandler housed will live on.
This is the stadium and field
that stayed with the jackets as they
climbed out of the SEC and into
the ACC so many years ago. It is
the witness of the growth of the
baseball program here at Tech. It
was home to such greats as Nomar
Garciaparra, Kevin Brown, and
Jason Varitek. It was here for the
few no-hitters pitched by Tech, a
rare feat in college baseball. Russ
Chandler Stadium welcomed in
Jim Morris in 1982 and the rever-

“...the history of the game will
echo throughout the hallways
of the new home for Yellow
Jacket baseball.”
Derick Stanger
Sports Staff
sal of Tech’s woes. It continued to
be the loving home throughout
Morris’s tenure in which Tech went
504-244-1 and greeted Danny Hall
when he followed Morris into the
winning column. From back in
1975 when Tech scored 41 points
in a game up to 1999 when the
Yellow Jackets managed to score
fifteen runs in one inning, the stories will always remain on this hallowed ground. While the walls will
be torn down off Ole Rusty, the
history of the game will echo
throughout the hallways of the
new home for Yellow Jacket baseball.
The new stadium is supposed
to be finished by the start of the
next baseball season, next February. The seven million dollar price
tag that comes along with the stadium will be well worth every pen-

Hewitt signs
new five-year
contract

ny. However, because of the staduim’s cost, season ticket prices
have been increased from $75 to
$100. While the old stadium was
nostalgic, one of the elite teams of
the nation deserves to have one of
the elite facilities. Athletic Director Dave Braine stated that “Over
the last decade our baseball program has been one of the best sports
at Georgia Tech, and our players
deserve a new stadium.” More people will now be able to come to see
each of Tech’s home games. This
new stadium will have five thousand seats. A fifth of those will be
backed seats behind home plate.
It currently only holds around three
thousand people. Also the new stadium will have a new improved
set of press boxes and suites making it easier for games to be televised and will allow more of the

press to cover the games. Hopefully this will spread the image of
Tech even farther than just the
south. The concourse will also be
a brand new design, extending it
to the edges of the stands. There
will be improved concessions and
novelty shops.
All of which are great for the
fans but it is the improvements
for the players that are truly important. Some of these more pertinent aspects of this new stadium
are within the stadium itself. There
will be locker rooms, a players’
lounge, an equipment room and a
training room, some of which are
not in the current stadium. These
amenities should help the players
out a lot in the future season. Coach
Danny Hall said that he sees “this
new stadium as the final thing needed to make our program complete
as compared to the other top teams
in the country.”
Here’s hoping that fans will
continue to support the Jackets in
this new stadium in the same manner that they always have. Players
and fans should both love the new
stadium and perhaps it will help
bring about what never occurred
in the old stadium, a national championship season.

Georgia Tech swimmers Leo
Salinas and Shila Ayalon have
been chosen to compete at the
2001 FINA World Swimming
Championships and the World
University Games. The swimmers just ended a season in which
they led Tech to a third-place
finish at the ACC Championships, the best finish in school
history. The World Swimming
Championships will be held from
July 22-29, and the World University Games will be held from
August 22-September 1.

ABC sets 8
p.m. kickoff
time with
UGA
In the announcement of a por
tion of their college televised
schedule this week, the ABC network has announced that they
will broadcast the Georgia-Georgia Tech game as part of their
program. The kickoff time for
the game has been set to 8 p.m.
on November 24. This is the
second Tech game picked up by
ABC so far, as they will also be
broadcasting the Kickoff Classic against Syracuse on August
26 at 2 p.m. The Jackets have
five televised games so far, with
ESPN broadcasting two Thursday night games against Maryland on October 11, and North
Carolina on November 1. The
fifth televised game is the Navy
game which is being broadcast
by Fox Sports South.

